Porpoise Survey Data Sheet

Site Name- Mousa Sound

Holm of Helliness

Observer…………………………………

Wind direction:
Start
time

Point of Pundsta
Dedda Skerry

End
time

Sea
state

Date……………………………….
Wind Speed (mph):

Visibility

Boat number & type

Porpoise
Y/N

Total number of porpoise seen

Number
of calves

Other marine
mammals?

Wester Skerry
Longa Skerry

Notes-

If undertaking a count
of individuals is
difficult, please use
the following ranges
to estimate number
per group:
1-5, 6-10, 11-25,
26-50 and 50+

Crossie Geo

Watch Site

Catti Geo
The Tara

West Ham
Robie’s Geo
Clump

Burgi Ayre

Hoga

Use this section to add further detail about sighting. For example, were they transiting through an
area or milling around. Were any particular behaviours observed such as one individual rushing towards another at speed?
Please mark as much detail as possible on the map below, mark number and location of individuals
and arrows indicating direction of movement in the area. If sea state varied over the location, mark
this on the map and add any details on boat numbers, types and movements.

Porpoise Survey Data Sheet– EXAMPLE

Wind direction: NE

Holm of Helliness

10:36
Point of Pundsta
Dedda Skerry

Longa Skerry

Start
time
10.30

End
time
11.30

Sea
state
2-4

Date– 21/09/2021

Wind Speed (mph)- 15
Visibility
1

Boat
number
& type

Porpoise
Y/N

Total number of porpoise seen

Number
of
calves

Other marine
mammals?

1-SM
1-LM

Y

approx.
14

1

1-minke

Notes-

6-10 ind. + 1 calf.
10:43 Seastate 2

Wester

Observer- J.Smith

Site Name- Mousa Sound

11:06
1x minke

Seastate 4

Crossie Geo

Watch Site

3 ind. 11:10
Seastate 2

Group of 6-10 plus a calf first seen at 10:43 between
Wester Skerry and the shore in sheltered water
(seastate 2) moved south along coastline as far
as Lamba Taing (11:06) before turning and moving
back north.

If undertaking a count
of individuals is
difficult, please use
the following ranges
to estimate number
per group:
1-5, 6-10, 11-25,
26-50 and 50+

Second group of 3 seen at 11.10 milling around the
coast near Leebitten (seastate 2). Headed south through Mousa Sound
and lost from view at 11.30.
Minke seen transiting through area. First appearing from behind Dedda
Skerry (10:36) moving south and lost from sight behind Mousa (10:52).

The Tara

10:52

Mousa Ferry
left Leebitten at 10:00 and landed on Mousa at 10:17. 1
small fishing boat
hauling creels at Holm of Helliness (10:42-11.08)
then returned to marina

West Ham

11:3
Robie’s Geo

Burgi Ayre

Hoga

Use this section to add further detail about sighting. For example, were they transiting through an
area or milling around. Were any particular behaviours observed such as one individual rushing towards another at speed?
Please mark as much detail as possible on the map below, mark number and location of individuals
and arrows indicating direction of movement in the area. If sea state varied over the location, mark
this on the map and add any details on boat numbers, types and movements.

